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ABSTRACT

The high level of compression efficiency achieved by HEVC

coding techniques decreases the error resilience performance

under error prone conditions. This paper addresses the error

resiliency of the HEVC standard, focusing on the new motion

estimation tools. It is shown that the temporal dependency of

motion information is comparatively higher than that in the

H.264/AVC standard, causing an increase in the error propa-

gation. Based on this evidence, this paper proposes a method

to make intelligent use of temporal motion vector (MV) can-

didates during the motion estimation process, in order to de-

crease the temporal dependency, and improve the error re-

siliency without penalising the rate-distortion performance.

The simulation results show that the proposed method im-

proves the error resilience under tested conditions by increas-

ing the video quality by up to 1.7 dB in average, compared to

the reference method that always enables temporal MV can-

didates.

Index Terms— HEVC, video coding, error resilience.

1. INTRODUCTION

The growing popularity of HD video and the emergence of

Ultra-HD formats (e.g., 4k or 8k resolution) are creating

strong needs for coding efficiency beyond to H.264/AVC ca-

pabilities. Thus, a new coding standard was developed by

the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), re-

ferred to as High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1]. The

HEVC aims to address essentially all existing applications

of H.264/AVC, extending it in two key aspects: increased

video resolution and increased use of parallel processing ar-

chitectures. In order to increase the flexibility and follow the

demand for increased video resolution, the HEVC standard

adopts a new block partition structure, enabling block sizes

of up to 64 × 64 [2]. The standard also improves the intra
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and inter [3] coding techniques, and includes new high-level

features.

New coding tools bring not only compression efficiency,

but also other disadvantages, such as increased complexity [4]

and lower error robustness. The HEVC standard enables the

motion vectors (MVs) of the current frame to be predicted

not only using the surrounding MVs, but also MVs from the

temporally adjacent frame. The introduction of the temporal

motion vector predictor (TMVP) in the HEVC design leads

to increased dependencies between MVs of different frames.

Since the motion vectors in the reference frame will be used as

the predictors, the loss of one frame will affect the decoding

of the MVs in subsequent slices which use the lost frame as

reference. Hence, the error propagation rate increases.

Related with HEVC errors resilience and transmission

that some works worth to be mentioned. A system integra-

tion of HEVC with existing technologies, such as RTP and

MPEG-2, was presented in [5], evaluating the compatibility

of the new scalable features of the standard with existing

techniques. An end-to-end framework for HEVC streaming

was proposed in [6], where the perceived video quality was

analysed at different bitrates providing relevant insights for

video streaming. The error robustness of HEVC was also

analysed in [7], and compared against the H.264/AVC. The

results had shown that HEVC has reduced error robustness

despite its increased coding efficiency. In [8], the vulnerabil-

ity of the MV prediction was evaluated under different packet

loss conditions, showing the lack of error robustness in the

HEVC standard. To overcome such vulnerability in HEVC,

a method is proposed to limit the TMVP at frame level. Al-

though previous studies [7, 8] covered the performance of the

HEVC standard under error conditions, a study covering the

quality reduction due to the temporal MV predictors and its

influence when compared with the H.264/AVC has not been

done yet.

In this paper the error robustness of the emerging HEVC

standard is firstly analysed, considering random packet losses

at various rates. This study is focused on the impact on error
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Fig. 1: Motion vector predictor (MVP) in the two state-of-the-

art video coding standards.

resilience of MV loss and usage of the TMVP. The quality

degradation influenced by the temporal dependencies is also

analysed. The performance is also compared against that of

H.264/AVC under error prone conditions. To improve the er-

ror resilience, a new approach to use the temporal MV pre-

dictor is proposed, which reduces the temporal dependencies

at the block level, enhancing the error recovery.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 briefly compares the existing SKIP mode in H.264/AVC

and the new inter coding modes included in the HEVC stan-

dard. Then, in sub-section 2.2 the error resilience evaluation

of the HEVC bitstreams under single and random loss con-

ditions is presented. The proposed method to reduce the

temporal dependencies and improve the error resilience is

described and evaluated in Section 3 and 4, respectively.

Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE HEVC ERROR RESILIENCE

In this section the error resilience of the HEVC standard is

analysed. The analysis is focused on the usage of the tem-

poral motion vector predictor introduced in the motion com-

pensated modes of HEVC. A brief comparison to the SKIP

mode in H.264/AVC and the Merge Mode in HEVC is drawn

in the first sub-section. Then, an error resilience evaluation is

presented in sub-section 2.2.

2.1. Comparison of the SKIP mode in H.264/AVC and

Merge Mode in HEVC

In the H.264/AVC standard along different motion compen-

sated coding techniques [9], the so-called SKIP mode was

introduced. In this mode, neither quantized residual infor-

mation, nor the MV is transmitted. This mode is useful for

large areas with no change or constant motion. The MV for

the SKIP mode is derived based on the median value of the

following three neighbours: left, above and above right, as

shown in Figure 1 (a) by MVA, MVB and MVC , respec-

tively. Whenever the MVC is not available, the MVD is used

instead.

Table 1: Description of the sequences used in the experiments.

Sequence Resolution Description

Basketball

Drill

832× 480

50 fps

High motion with several basket

ball players

Book

Arrival

1024× 768

30 fps

Low translational motion with

two moving persons

BQSquare
416× 240

60 fps

Moderate outside motion with

moving camera capturing from

high point

Kendo
1024× 768

30 fps

Moderate motion with two mov-

ing persons, and moving camera

Tennis
1920× 1080

24 fps

High motion with one moving

person in the scene

In HEVC, a new method to derive the motion informa-

tion from previously encoded MV is included, referred to as

Merge Mode [3]. Although this mode is based on the concept

of the skip mode of the H.264/AVC, it allows more MV can-

didates, leading to improved flexibility. The MV candidates

allowed in the Merge Mode [3] are illustrated in Figure 1 (b).

The figure illustrates the spatial candidates’ positions (A0,

A1, B0, B1, B2). Moreover a temporal motion vector can-

didate is also used, derived from the co-located position on

the temporal adjacent frame.

In contrast with the H.264/AVC standard, the HEVC stan-

dard allows the usage of a temporal MV predictor, as well

as, more spatial candidates to predict the current motion vec-

tor. Despite introducing more flexibility, the dependencies

between the MVs might increase, making the motion infor-

mation more prone to errors. Especially the introduction of

the temporal candidate in the set of possible MVs that in-

creases the dependencies between subsequent frames, which

may lead to higher quality degradation in presence of errors,

when compared with H.264/AVC.

2.2. Error resilience performance

In this sub-section, the error resilience of the HEVC stan-

dard is evaluated under different network conditions, using

different encoding configurations. Moreover, it is also com-

pared against the H.264/AVC standard. Five well-known

video sequences with 240 frames and different resolutions

were used in the tests. Table 1 presents a summary of the

sequences’ features. The test sequences were selected to

cover different types of motion and texture complexity. To

test the error resilience, version 11.0 of HM, and version 18.3

of the JM reference software were used. The sequences were

encoded using different bitrates, an IDR period of 32 frames

and a GOP size of 1 (i.e., I-P-P...) using one reference frame.

Similar configurations were used in both H.264/AVC and

HEVC cases. For different bitrates were used covering from

500 kbps to 3.0 Mbps. In the experiments each frame was

transmitted within one packet and random packet loss was

simulated using a two-states Markov model. The sequences
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Fig. 2: Error propagation for the Book Arrival sequence en-

coded at 2Mbps (Frame #4 is lost).

Table 2: Bjontegaard’s average PSNR (dB) differences

between H.264/AVC and the HEVC reference and with-

out TMVP (H.264/AVC as reference).

Sequence
HEVC

configuration

Error

free
1% loss 5% loss

Basketball

Drill
Reference 1.685 0.149 -0.341

Without TMVP 1.572 0.978 0.875

Book

Arrival
Reference 0.876 -0.804 -1.252

Without TMVP 0.846 0.309 0.357

BQSquare
Reference 1.168 -2.312 -3.785

Without TMVP 1.130 0.709 0.616

Kendo
Reference 1.361 -0.927 -1.808

Without TMVP 1.318 0.716 0.620

were decoded 50 times and the average quality was measured.

The first set of experiments aimed to find the influence of

losing the motion information on the error resilience of the

HEVC standard. To achieve this goal, the motion information

was removed for a given frame, in order to be unavailable

to decode the subsequent ones (hypothetical scenario). This

means that the reconstruction is not affected by errors, but er-

ror propagation still occurs due to mismatch prediction of the

MVs in the subsequent frames. Figure 2 illustrates the error

propagation, when errors affect Frame #4. Note that the con-

cealment of the lost temporal candidates is not performed and

the decoded behaves as it is not available. The results show

that when the TMVP mode is enabled (reference encoding),

the loss of motion information in Frame #4 leads to signifi-

cant reduction in the reconstruction quality of the subsequent

frames. This is true even for sequences with low motion ac-

tivity as per Table 1. On the contrary, when the temporal MV

candidate is disabled (without TMVP), the sequence is not af-

fected by the loss of motion vector information in Frame #4,

since the original frame is used in the concealment process

and the motion information is not temporal dependent, thus

always correctly decoded.

In order to further evaluate the error resilience, HEVC

and H.264/AVC bitstreams were subjected to random packet

losses. In this experiment each coded frame was transmit-

ted in one packet. Table 2 presents the Bjontegaard’s average

PSNR increase for the HEVC encoded bitstreams comparing

with the H.264/AVC. The results are obtained taking as ref-

erence the H.264/AVC. In the HEVC two configuration were

tested, e.g., with the temporal MV candidate enabled (Refer-

ence) and disabled (Without TMVP). As expected, the results

indicate that in a error free scenario, HEVC achieves higher

quality, since it presents higher compression efficiency com-

paring with H.264/AVC. However, in case of errors the qual-

ity of HEVC significantly decreases due the lack of robustness

of the temporal MV candidates, resulting in up to 4.3 dB of

PSNR reduction in the sequence BQSquare at 5% of packet

loss. Thus, the reference HEVC achieves lower quality than

H.264/AVC encoded streams. However, the error robustness

of HEVC increases when TMVP is disabled, outperforming

the H.264/AVC standard.

Summarising, the temporal MV candidate included in

the Merge Mode improves the flexibility of the HEVC en-

coder, especially when no neighbour candidates are available.

However, as discussed above, this increases the temporal de-

pendencies, which lead to higher quality degradation when

a frame loss occurs. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an

algorithm for reducing the temporal dependencies in order

to achieve higher error robustness without fully disabling the

temporal MV candidates.

3. PROPOSED DYNAMIC MOTION VECTOR

REFRESHING FOR HEVC

In this section a new approach to deal with temporal mo-

tion vector dependencies is proposed, aiming at reducing

the amount of temporally dependent MVs. This is accom-

plished by modifying the rate distortion optimisation pro-

cess in HEVC. Thus, since the number of MVs that can

be independently decoded without previous temporal ref-

erences increases, the error recovery is improved after a

frame loss event.

Regarding this work, it is worth to mention a previous

approach to reduce the temporal dependencies in HEVC bit-

streams [8]. The number of dependencies are reduced by

coding the MVs of certain frames without inter-frame depen-

dencies, thus the motion information of those frames have

no temporal relation with the previous ones. Therefore the

video decoding is not affected by errors in previous frames.

In [8] temporal information decoding refresh (TIDR) pictures

were introduced, and included every 8 frames. Although

these frames are inter coded, they do not use temporal MV

candidates as predictors for other MVs. Although the error

robustness is improved by using refreshing points in the bit-

stream, error propagation still exists in between the refresh

picture boundaries.
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Fig. 3: Proposed approach to use the temporal motion vector

candidate in the HEVC encoder.

In order to overcome this limitation, a new method that

breaks the motion information dependencies between frames

is proposed, to be used in the merge and AMVP modes. In-

stead of disabling the temporal motion candidate at the frame

level, the proposed method aims to remove the dependencies

at the block (CU) level. To achieve this, the temporal de-

pendency of all MV candidates is analysed for each block, in

order to decide on the suitable candidates to be used to predict

the current MV. Based on the analysis of the temporal depen-

dency, some temporal candidates are marked as unsuitable for

the prediction of the current MV, and are not included in the

candidates list. In the proposed approach, a given temporal

MV candidate is marked as unsuitable based on the following

criteria:

1. it was encoded based on another temporal MV candidate

from a previous encoded frame;

2. it was predicted using a spatial neighbour that was previ-

ously encoded using a temporal MV candidate.

Figure 3 can be used to explain the proposed method,

illustrating different blocks and different MV dependencies

represented with arrows. Note that the squares illustrate a

generic block size, and the representation of the temporal de-

pendencies is simplified, and in some cases may not corre-

spond to the exact co-located block in the previous frame.

In frame ft−1 there are several MVs encoded using spatial

predictions and one MV encoded using a temporal prediction

(arrow pointing to ft−2). In frame ft, the MV correspond-

ing to the block (1) may use the temporal MV candidate,

since the co-located block in ft−1 is not temporally depen-

dent. However, the MV prediction marked with the arrow (2)

is not allowed in the proposed scheme in order to avoid prop-

agation from temporal dependencies. Moreover, the block

corresponding to the arrow (3) cannot use the temporal MV

candidate since it already depends on a MV that was previ-

ously encoded using the temporal candidate. The proposed

method reduces the temporal dependencies of the MVs at the

block level, providing improved error robustness to the en-

coded streams. Using this approach, the dependencies are se-

lectively removed, improving the error recovery, without fully

disabling the temporal MV candidates for a given frame.
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Fig. 4: Quality obtained with the different approaches tested

in the HEVC when the Frame #4 is missing for the BQSquare

sequence @ 1.0 Mbps.

Table 3: Average standard deviation of the decoded video

quality (PSNR) under different packet loss conditions.

Sequence
TMVP

configuration
1% loss 3% loss 5% loss

Kendo

Reference 7.56 11.58 12.05

TIDR [8] 7.25 11.00 11.55

Proposed 6.62 10.06 10.66

Race

Horses

Reference 5.74 8.31 8.55

TIDR [8] 5.47 7.78 8.07

Proposed 5.29 7.63 7.88

Tennis

Reference 6.70 9.55 10.07

TIDR [8] 6.55 9.25 9.83

Proposed 6.42 9.11 9.67

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section the performance of the proposed scheme is

evaluated against two other approaches: reference HEVC

with TMVP enabled and the TIDR method as proposed in [8].

To evaluate the proposed method, the sequences described in

Table 1 were used, with the same configuration as in Sec-

tion 2.

Firstly, the performance of the proposed method was mea-

sured under a single loss event. Figure 4 shows the error

propagation for various tested methods. The results show a

significant quality difference between the proposed method,

the TIDR method, and the reference HEVC. When the tem-

poral MV candidate is disabled (proposed and TIDR method)

more error robustness can be achieved. The results also show

the relevance of using the proposed method, as the TIDR is

only able to recover from the frame loss after the Frame #8

(i.e., the refresh frame).

Secondly, further tests were performed to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed error resiliency method under re-

alistic packet loss patterns. As in previous experiments, each

coded frame is transmitted in one packet. Table 3 illustrates

the average standard deviation of the PSNR, for three of the



Table 4: Bjontegaard’s average PSNR (dB) differences for all

sequences tested at different frame loss conditions.

Sequence
TMVP

configuration

Error

free
1% loss 5% loss

Basketball

Drill
TIDR [8] -0.011 0.092 0.365

Proposed -0.054 0.218 0.823

Book

Arrival
TIDR [8] -0.003 0.099 0.428

Proposed -0.012 0.359 1.436

BQSquare
TIDR [8] -0.005 0.418 1.572

Proposed -0.032 0.539 1.967

Kendo
TIDR [8] -0.008 0.150 0.618

Proposed -0.031 0.380 1.539

Tennis
TIDR [8] -0.003 0.099 0.494

Proposed -0.041 0.214 0.932

Average
TIDR [8] -0.006 0.171 0.695

Proposed -0.034 0.342 1.339

sequences tested. The results show that increasing the packet

loss rate leads to higher quality deviations, and the impact of

errors in the subjective quality experience is higher. How-

ever, reducing the temporal dependencies of the MVs using

the proposed method decreases the quality differences varia-

tion, achieving the lowest value for all scenarios tested. The

proposed method is able to reduce the quality difference vari-

ations up to 0.94 dB in Kendo sequence (3% of packet loss)

compared to the TIDR method.

Table 4 shows the Bjontegaard’s average PSNR increase.

The results are obtained taking as reference the standard

HEVC encoder. The results presented in Table 4 show that the

proposed method presents practically the same rate-distortion

performance when compared to TIDR method. In general,

the average quality, in an error-free scenario, is only de-

creased by 0.028 dB in comparison to the TIDR method and

by 0.034 dB in comparison to the reference encoder. How-

ever, the proposed method widely outperforms the reference

TIDR technique [8] in terms of error resiliency performance,

achieving in average higher overall quality under error-prone

conditions. The effectiveness of the proposed method in-

creases at higher packet loss rates (e.g., 5%), achieving an

average gain of 0.573 dB, and a maximum gain of 1 dB

(PSNR) for the Book Arrival sequence, when compared to

the TIDR technique. Higher gains are achieved when com-

pared with the reference HEVC encoder, as shown in Table 4.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the error resilience performance of the HEVC

standard was analysed under error prone conditions. A new

approach to deal with such drawback was proposed, ad-

dressing MV dependency at the block level. The proposed

method selectively disables the temporal MV candidates,

in order to break the dependencies across more than one

frame. The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed

method increases error robustness and outperforms an ex-

isting state-of-the-art method and the current standard. The

results also show that the proposed method is able to provide

a good trade-off between the coding performance and re-

silience against errors. Moreover, it is able to achieve quality

improvements of up to 1.69 dB under packet loss conditions.

In summary, this paper demonstrates that selective usage of

temporal MV candidates is an efficient method to enhance

error resilience in HEVC.
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